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I.

Introduction

Advocates for poor people should strongly consider asking the courts for receiverships and the
appointment of special masters to oversee necessary reforms in public agencies that are failing lowincome clients.
Injunctive relief, coupled with motions for contempt and fines, may be sufficient to bring relatively
well functioning public agencies into compliance with applicable mandates. However, when an
agency is simply incapable of reforming itself within the political context of a local or state
government, receivership offers several important advantages.
A.

Receivership Severs the Past

Troubled public agencies usually have a long history of being troubled. Rather than assigning
blame or making minor modifications to an obviously broken system, it is important to distance the
unsuccessful past from the hopefully reformist present and future. "[I]t is critical . . . to sever the
relationships between previous priority setters and the agency in order to turn around a [public
agency]." /1/ It is better to begin anew than have the current, inept leadership attempt reform.
B.

Receivership Can Ensure Appointment of an Effective Manager

Effective management means knowledgeable as well as unimpeded, long-term management. In the
housing field, leaders who have reformed troubled agencies recognize the importance of freedom
from political interference that stifles good management. "[P]robably, [of] utmost importance in
any housing authority is to keep politics and patronage out. . . . Public housing and the housing
field have become too complex to have people in positions who don’t understand the system and
the wherewithal of goals management." /2/ These principles apply to other kinds of public agencies
as well.

A court-appointed receiver is answerable only to the court. Therefore, the receiver is much more
free from politics than a traditional head of a troubled agency. /3/ A receiver can shelter the agency
from inappropriate political interference from the mayor (or governor) and local legislators, guide
the agency from the top toward stability, recruit a competent management team of individuals who
know how to make an agency work, and help foster a culture among agency staff of competence
and good performance in place of a culture of deceit and incompetence. The process is likely to
take several years.
Receivership helps alleviate shortsighted political pressure by insulating the appointed expert
manager for a defined period while basic systems of management and a culture of professionalism
are restored to the agency. /4/
C.

The Receiver Can Institutionalize Reforms

Ideally, the receiver will hire highly qualified, top managers as permanent staff for the agency so
that, when the receivership ends, the agency is left in the hands of qualified people who are
committed to stay for the long term and keep the agency working properly. For example, if the
agency has been performing poorly because none of its top officials really understands the federal
mandates governing the program for which the agency is responsible, the receiver may hire a
manager who has worked successfully with the program in another state. Or, if the agency lacks
experienced financial managers, the receiver may hire a qualified comptroller and finance officer.
The receiver can work with them to work out bureaucratic procedures so that the agency, for
example, timely prints beneficiaries’ checks and applies for all available federal reimbursement.
The receivership must build local and permanent operational capacity within the agency in order
for real, long-term improvements to take place. Any good consultant can draft a three-year plan for
how to correct the deficiencies in an agency. Troubled agencies usually need to hire qualified
permanent staff who can implement good plans and continue to develop new plans as the agency’s
situation evolves.

II.

Authority and Legal Standard for Appointment of a Receiver

The term "receiver" historically referred to a court-appointed person who took charge of a third
party’s property. /5/ The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure contemplate the appointment of receivers
by federal courts. Neither the text of the rule nor the advisory notes, however, mention criteria for
such appointments. The rule concerns itself only with how receivers are to be handled
postappointment. /6/
Similarly, the only section in the judicial procedure title of the U.S. Code dealing with receivers
also delineates the receiver’s duties and responsibilities once appointed but does not address criteria
for appointment. /7/
While the appointment of receivers is an equitable remedy that modern courts possess, state statutes
specifically authorizing the appointment of receivers also exist. /8/ Despite these statutes, most

receiverships result from courts exercising their equitable powers rather than enforcing a remedy
created by a legislature. /9/
The legal standard for the appointment of a receiver is similar to that for preliminary injunctive
relief: courts consider the adequacy of available legal remedies and the necessity of receivership to
protect the plaintiff’s interest in the property. /10/ "The appointment of a receiver is not a matter of
positive right but rather lies in the discretion of the courts." /11/
Although the appointment of receivers is squarely within a court’s equitable powers, receiverships
are nonetheless generally "considered a remedy of 'last resort’ [and] not often applied in practice."
/12/
In the now classic public housing receivership, Perez v. Boston Housing Authority, the court placed
the Boston Housing Authority into receivership after trying a series of injunctive measures over a
number of years. /13/ The Perez court came to the conclusion that no other remedy short of
receivership would achieve the goal of the litigation, which was to bring public housing into
compliance with the city sanitary code. Other institutions have also been placed into receivership,
but again this was usually done only after a court had tried other equitable remedies to no avail.
/14/
If an agency is in such poor health bureaucratically that an injunction will prove nugatory,
advocates should consider urging a court to appoint a special master to study the problems
confronting the agency and thereby to lay the factual groundwork for the appointment of a receiver.
"The power to compel affirmative action by injunction draws with it a power in the court to call to
its assistance any agents or officers . . . whose services appear reasonably necessary to attain a
legitimate objective." /15/
The Supreme Court has recognized the flexibility courts possess in appointing parajudicial officers
to effectuate relief once legal standards are found to have been violated. /16/ Lower courts have
also recognized the "broad and flexible" power they possess to fashion remedies, even if those
remedies are "administratively awkward" or "bizarre." /17/
While receiverships are still often considered a last-resort remedy, the litigation leading to the
appointment of a receiver need not be lengthy. The crux of the matter is determining the injunctive
relief required to stem the legal violation. /18/ If a lesser remedy suffices, it should be employed
before receivership. /19/ But if intractable problems exist and legal violations are long running,
then a court can opt for receivership. The length of the legal violations and the means necessary to
stop them matter; the length of the lawsuit does not. /20/
Historically, receivers have been appointed to take over discrete entities, such as a single business
/21/ or, in the housing arena, a single building, rather than entire government agencies. However,
over the last 20 years the use of receivers has expanded into the realm of institutional reform
litigation -- beginning with the school desegregation cases /22/ -- as courts looked to specialized
managers to formulate long-term solutions to difficult problems: "Many governmental violations of
individuals’ rights occur in an institutional setting: in prisons, mental health facilities, and school

systems. The judiciary has not limited its response to these encroachments to forbidding the
impermissible governmental action; rather, courts have attempted to reform the institution. . . ." /23/
The complexity of overseeing an institution’s transformation lies beyond a court’s traditional
expertise, necessitating a receiver to manage the affair. /24/ "[C]ourts generally seek one final
answer," in contrast to the "continuous adjustment" and "incremental" nature of planning that is
required to reform institutions. /25/ Another reason that courts are increasingly resorting to
receivership is a realization that, for some badly mismanaged agencies, contempt orders will no
longer ensure compliance. /26/
Several years ago Congress added receivership to the arsenal of tools of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) for remedying poor performance by public housing authorities.
/27/ The statute conferred upon federal and state courts the power to appoint receivers to manage
public housing agencies without regard to the availability of alternative remedies /28/ if the
Secretary of HUD petitions the court for a receiver. /29/
By conferring an explicit right of action for the Secretary of HUD to seek receivership in federal or
state court, the statute gives currency to the idea that receivership is an effective tool to break a
cycle of mismanagement and that this tool needs to be wielded more frequently. /30/ The statute
directs courts to appoint receivers based on just two criteria: (1) the petition of the Secretary of
HUD and (2) substantial default by public housing agency management. /31/ This congressional
approval of the receivership remedy, coupled with the increasingly frequent appointment of masters
and receivers by the judiciary during the past 20 years, creates a friendlier legal landscape for
institutional reform litigators.

III.

Strategies to Obtain a Receiver

Seeking receivership, even at an early stage in litigation, may be justified for particularly troubled
agencies. "In every instance that a court has been forced to utilize a less common equitable remedy
[such as receivership], there have been findings of an inability to comply substantially with court
remedial orders." /32/ Normally, courts will try various remedies before resorting to receivership.
This does not have to be the status quo. Courts will turn to receivership early on if receivership
demonstrably can reform the troubled public agency.
For the receivership strategy to be effective, advocates need to convince courts that resort to
receivership is not legally rash. /33/ Strategies include:
-- emphasizing the length of the legal violation prior to the filing of the litigation;
-- emphasizing the ineffectiveness of any lesser legal remedies;
-- emphasizing the complexity and intractability of the problem, thus necessitating new expertise
rather than the obviously failed expertise of the current administrators; and

-- emphasizing that the only performance criteria that matter are whether the plaintiffs’ rights are
being vindicated, not how hard the agency tries to do its mission or how well intentioned the
agency is. /34/
The appointment of a receiver is not a legally valid final solution to a problem. The receiver’s
appointment must serve as a means to an end, not an end in itself. /35/ The advocate must persuade
the court that receivership is a truly effective method to halt the continuing legal violation and to
effectuate the plaintiffs’ rights, whatever the ultimate goal of the litigation. Alas, for many public
agencies, this should be an easy thing to show.
Finally, receivership is merely a tool and may prove harmful if it is badly designed or improperly
used. For example, HUD took over the Chester, Pennsylvania, public housing authority in 1990 and
simply placed a private real estate management company in charge of the authority, as a sort of
informal receiver. /36/ The management company was not particularly well qualified to manage
public housing, and the staff brought in to run the agency made a series of poor policy decisions.
As a result, quality of life for public housing residents in Chester continued to decline.
Great caution should be exercised when the proposed receiver for a housing agency is a real estate
management firm or a private consulting company that will simply bring in temporary staff to
"consult" with local agency employees about what changes to make. As noted above, the best
option is a full-time, well-qualified receiver who stays on site for the several years that are
necessary to turn the agency around.

IV.

Legal Issues with Agency Receiverships

"The increased use of receivers in a form that is substantially different from earlier applications
raise[s] some new legal issues for the judiciary and the parties." /37/ The major concerns include
separation of powers, federalism, and an increased administrative burden on courts. /38/
The most effective counterargument against a separation-of-powers challenge applies to any
remedy imposed on an executive agency found to have violated the law, that is, the truism that
courts exist to remedy violations of law, no matter who commits them. /39/ In long-running
litigation with a history of various orders being issued and deemed ineffective before receivership
is instituted, the separation-of-powers argument can be used against the agencies themselves:
[I]t is a function of the judicial branch to provide remedies for violations of law, including
violations committed by the executive branch, [and] an injunction with that intent does not derogate
from the separation principle, nor, by extension, does a receivership otherwise properly instituted.
To the contrary, when the executive persists in indifference to, or neglect or disobedience of court
orders, necessitating a receivership, it is the executive that could more properly be charged with
contemning the separation principle. /40/
Concerns over judicial interference with executive functions are nearly as old as the country. But
the role of the judiciary in remedying legal violations is equally old. "It is a settled and invariable

principle, that every right, when withheld, must have a remedy, and every injury its proper redress."
/41/
Recent courts have reaffirmed the principles articulated in Marbury v. Madison and recognized the
judicial role in remedying executive branch legal violations. /42/
Sensitivity to agency concerns about separation of powers is evidenced by the judiciary’s
reluctance to reach for receivership as an initial remedy. However, if a court has tried various other
remedies in a case before using receivership, then plaintiffs should argue that all due deference has
already been given to the separation principle.
Federalism concerns can be disposed of similarly. If a federal court is instituting receivership for a
state agency, the court may be hesitant to involve itself in the local political process. Advocates
should simply argue that courts in general exist to remedy violations of law and that federal courts
exist to remedy violations of federal law and of the Constitution.
The assertion that receiverships constitute an extra administrative burden on the courts is
counterintuitive. While the court may be "involved" in the case for the length of the receivership,
the whole purpose of receivership is to appoint a specialist to take care of the remedial process,
rather than to have a court attempt to implement complex planning and strategy for which it is not
qualified.

V.

Practical Aspects of How Receiverships Work

When a court determines to appoint a receiver for an agency, the judge should normally ask the
plaintiffs’ counsel to recommend a person and then give defense counsel the opportunity to
comment on the proposed choice(s). In some cases, however, the judge simply picks a candidate
without advance consultation with the parties. The judge issues an order spelling out the duties and
powers of the receiver in some detail. Plaintiffs’ counsel should take care to propose an order
governing the receivership that is best calculated to result in the specific agency changes needed by
the plaintiffs.
The receiver, like a consultant, is compensated by the defendant agency or government.
The receiver normally files periodic progress reports with the court, with copies to parties. The
judge may be expected to hold periodic status hearings concerning the work of the receiver and the
effects on the agency.
Either side may move the court to modify the terms of the receivership or to modify an action by
the receiver. Thus, the receiver is under the supervision of the judge at all times and is in this sense
answerable to the parties to the litigation.

VI.

Case Study: Pearson v. Kelly

Most public housing in the United States is well run and successful. In fact, a total of 25 large
public housing authorities have moved off and stayed off the HUD-designated troubled list since
that list was created in 1979. /43/ Other public housing agencies remain in receivership, including
Kansas City, Missouri, and Chester, Pennsylvania. Recently, pursuant to the court’s order in
Pearson v. Kelly, and after years of litigation, negotiation, and other advocacy, the District of
Columbia agreed to the appointment by the court of a receiver for its 12,000-unit public housing
program. /44/
The District’s public housing agency had been troubled since the 1970s. Many housing projects
were a shambles, and the agency was unresponsive to tenants’ entreaties for repairs and for a safer
living environment. Tenants had effected a major, citywide tenant rent strike over bad public
housing conditions, and the appellate courts had created the warranty of habitability in part in
response to bad public housing conditions. /45/
Advocates for public housing residents in the District had tried everything. They filed suits against
the agency over conditions in individual units and class actions on behalf of all tenants within a
particular public housing property. They sued to get the public housing grievance procedure
instituted and to correct utility allowances. /46/ Nothing worked particularly well, and the agency
seemed to get worse over time. The agency and the District of Columbia government were simply
impervious to injunctive relief.
In 1991, a new, reform mayor, Sharon Pratt Kelly, took office, and pro bono attorneys, including
attorneys at Covington & Burling and the Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless negotiated for
two years with the mayor’s staff to seek improvements in the way the public housing program was
operated. No agreement was reached, and the situation continued to deteriorate. The mayor and her
staff refused to take effective steps to reform the agency and instead perpetuated the old practice of
sending incompetent political appointees to run it. No apparent alternative to litigation was in sight.
By the fall of 1993, $150 million in modernization funds were unspent, while 12,000 units were
dilapidated or vacant for long terms. Over 20 percent of the units were vacant, most of them for
several years. Properties were falling apart through neglect. Frequent teenage gang slayings, violent
crime, and rampant drug dealing faced tenants on most properties. Fifty percent of the rent was
uncollected and probably uncollectible. No grievance procedure was provided for most tenants.
Middle management staff levels were bloated, while frontline maintenance staff needed to repair
units were scarce. This was (and is) the state of the District of Columbia public housing authority
after 30 years of effort by legal services advocates and community organizations, HUD monitoring
studies and audits, tenant rent strikes, and endless local legislative oversight hearings and
community meetings.
All over the country, public housing officials were mortified that major public housing properties
sat vacant within sight of the Capitol and HUD’s headquarters. In 1993, when advocates filed
Pearson v. Kelly /47/ on behalf of all applicants for public housing in the District of Columbia, the
agency was rated the worst public housing agency in the country.
Citing the high vacancy rate in the public housing program (nearly 20 percent), plaintiffs claimed
that defendants violated the federal mandate, contained in the United States Housing Act of 1937,

that public housing authorities must not demolish public housing units without first obtaining HUD
permission. By leaving units vacant for long periods of time and allowing them to deteriorate to a
point requiring demolition, the local public housing agency, plaintiffs alleged, was "constructively
demolishing" its housing stock. Plaintiffs also claimed that defendants violated the annual
contributions contract with HUD for the operation of public housing, which required that units be
maintained in decent, safe, and sanitary condition.
Plaintiffs asked for, and the court appointed, a special master to review thoroughly the conditions in
the agency, including the agency’s operational systems, and to recommend to the court what should
be done. Because a special master was appointed to analyze the agency’s conditions, plaintiffs did
not have to conduct pretrial discovery to lay the factual groundwork for the judge’s appointment of
the receiver. The special master’s report, which took nearly a year to prepare, gave ample factual
grounds for the appointment. The court accepted the special master’s recommendation and issued
an order placing the agency in receivership. The District of Columbia appealed. However, after
Marion Barry, Jr., was elected mayor in January 1995, he agreed, under pressure from HUD and
the local legislature, to the court-appointed receivership. The receiver began work in June 1995.
The receiver, who is the former director of the successful Seattle public housing authority and a
former member of the team that was receiver for the Boston Housing Authority, has extraordinary
powers. He has been freed from the local governmental procurement and personnel regulations. He
is not beholden to the mayor or the local legislature for funding, or for approval of his actions,
although he has been granted all the powers that the mayor has over the agency. The receiver also
has the power to waive local regulations in an emergency, provided the court approves the waiver.
His tenure runs for a maximum of nine years, unless he succeeds in turning the agency around
before that time, as everyone expects him to do. He is answerable only to the judge who handled
the court case that prompted his appointment.

VII.

Conclusion

Receivership should be recognized more widely as an effective means to reform troubled public
agencies. Legal services attorneys or their colleagues in pro bono firms should consider asking for
receivership more often, and at earlier stages of litigation, when the problems at an agency justify
such an appointment.
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